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Alquist pulls support from fee increase
By John Perez
Daily staff writer
Some people go shopping for food, some
for cars, but California State University
Chancellor Barry Munitz is going shopping for
senators.
Because Sen. Alfred Alquist, D-San Jose,
has withdrawn his support, Munitz will have to
go looking for other sponsors for the proposed
40 percent fee increase.
"The legislation will need to be sponsored
if Senator Alquist pulls his support, then

Chancellor Munitz has to find another senator
to sponsor it," said CSU spokeswoman Colleen
Bently-Adler.
The chancellor, who is based in Long
Beach, will be at the state capitol today, but
Bently-Adler would not confirm if the trip was
to gain sponsorship for the legislation. Mania
approached Alquist two week ago to introduce
the increase to the legislature, said Manuel
Valenti, a field representative for Sen. Alquist.
Alquist confirmed that he had withdrawn
his sponsorship from the bill, but declined to

say why.
But an Alquist aide was willing to elaborate.
"After speaking with fellow Democrats,
Senator Alquist withdrew his sponsorship of
the bill because there was nothing in it for the
students," said Chris Lindstrom, an aide for
Sen. Alquist. The senator wanted the increase
all of it to go into CAL
-grant, Pell Grant
and other CSU financial aid programs, not just
back into the CSU general budget, said
Lindstrom.

"If all of the money went into the financial
aid programs, then it wouldn’t help the budget
deficit and that was the purpose of the increase,
to close the budget gap," Bently-Adler said.
The increase would generate an estimated
$116 million, she said. A portion of that
increase, $27 million, is already earmarked for
CAL-Grant. Pell Grant and other CSU financial aid programs. Chancellor Munitz wanted
the remaining $87 million to go back to the
CSU general budget.
"Even if the money goes back to the CSU

general budget, it cannot be used for salaries or
for operating expenses," Bently-Adler said. "It
must be used for student services and student
related programs." Now that Alquist has
declined to sponsor the bill. Valerio said that
Munitz might go to the Republicans.
"An educated guess of mine would be that
it would be kicked over to the Republicans,
possibly Ken Maddy (State Senator, R Fresno)," he said.
Daily staff writer Les Mahkr conhibuted
to this report.

KJ envisions
ideal city, 2010
Redevelopment
model presented
By vista! Niederer
Daily staff Willer
Other than slight skepticism
about the boats portrayed sailing in
the Guadalupe River, the overall
response from San Jose residents to
the Redevelopment Agency’s proposed model of downtown San Jose
was positive.
The meeting held Wednesday at
the Evergreen Community Center
was intended to familiarize San Jose
citizens with the functions of the
agency and to introduce the proposed "Downtown Strategy Plan
2010" the blueprint for downtown development for the next 18
years.
With some exceptions, the agency intends to keep the planned
developments compacted into what
it calls the downtown core, which is
fringed by highways 280 and 87
(Guadalupe Parkway), and Julian
and Fourth streets.
"The only thing that’s short (with
the plan) is that San Jose State is not
integrating itself into the town yet,"
said attendee Paul Leavy, referring
to the fact that the campus is on the
outer border of the redevelopment
The plan will roughly double the
amount of development downtown.
Perhaps the biggest addition to
the downtown area is the arena
facility that will house the San Jose
Sharks hockey team. The stadium
will also handle rock concerts, basketball games, ice shows and other
events.
Most of the audience’s questions
about the arena dealt with parking.
The plan for the parking lot includes
only about 1,800 parking spots, and
the arena can seat 20,000.
People voiced concerns about
how realistic this would be since
there is no direct light rail access.
The arena site is across the street
from the CalTrain station on Cahill,
and the agency believes they will be
able to start a shuttle service for
games, said Greg Karayan, construction manager for the arena.

The $132.6 million arena is
under construction now.
The Redevelopment Agency is
planning another 2,000 hotel rooms,
adding to the existing 880. They’re
looking at another 10 million square
feet of office space, in addition to
the five million in place now.
A greater emphasis on housing is
also proposed with another 5,000
units on the drawing board. Housing
clusters will be located mainly on
the edges of the downtown core.
Department stores are also a pan
of the plan, but downtown coordinator for the Redevelopment Agency
Dennis Korabiak admits it’s unlikely
that any big retailers can be lured to
the area.
The agency would have to pay
them too much to locate here, and
with the economy in such doldrums,
few retailers are building new facilities anywhere, Korabiak said.
Building more grocery stores for
residents is more likely, he said.
Also in mind arc two cultural
centers, where people can see
operas, symphonies and the performing arts. These will help get
more people away from the notion
that they have to travel to San
Francisco to get quality entenainment, said Korabiak.
Right now, the agency is waking
on rebuilding the San Jose
Repertory Theater and renovating
the historic Fox Theater on First
Street.
Also being revamped is the
Guadalupe River (yes, there is a
river in downtown San Jose).
Downtown visitors can get a feel for
the results by walking its banks by
the Children’s Discovery Museum.
The plan is to keep the east bank
in a mostly natural state, while the
west bank would have waterfalls
and steps going down toward the
water. A walkway would run from
the Discovery Museum to the
Guadalupe Gardens, just north of
Coleman Avenue. The river park is
slated to be completed in 10 years
"The whole idea of the downtown is that it’s not just a pine to go
to work or go home to sleep or go
out once in a while for entertainment, it’s supposed to be all those
See 2010, Page 3

Campus Fest brings free
food, contests, phone calls
Its Brian Harr
I Oily oat’ writer
Nothing is free in this day and
age
or is it?
At the upcoming Campus
Fest, students will be able to
make a free, three -minute call
anywhere in the world at MCI’s
booth. That’s right anywhere.
"I’ve seen the phone bills, it’s
pretty hilarious," said Chip
Underhill of MarketSource
Corporation, the company that
organizes the event on more than
60 campuses each year.
Campus [rest will be sponsored by the Spartan Bookstore
and held Monday and Tuesday
from 10 a.m. to 4 pm. in front of
the Student Union and in the
amphitheatre.
"It’s a party and it’s free,"

Underhill said. He also said that
what makes it a party is the food,
games and music that will be
available.
Nabisco, Hershey and Fibar
will have booths giving away
food and snacks. IBM will have
five computers to play with, and
Columbia House will have a
chance to win free compact discs
which are just a few of the attractions.
There will be a rap contest
and opportunities to win T-shirts,
gift certificates and clothing.
"This is a tremendous way to
start the new year." said Carol
Thomas, manager of The Spartan
Bookstore.
"What the bookstore is saying," Underhill said, "is ’thank
you’ to the students."

Today is the last day to
drop a class without
penalty.
4

Martial arts Brazilian style
By %Atha Barisal
Daily staff writer
What puts together gymnastics, ballet-like grace and coordination. African and Brazilian
music. Portuguese lyrics and
martial art unifomis?
It’s called Capoeira, (pronounced KAA-141-ERA), and
an unfamiliar name suits the art
just fine.
Anyone who was at the
Student Union building on
Wednesday as Capoeira Master
Wagner Bueno DeSouza
demonstrated the art with his
students, knows that any English
word would he too limiting.
Starting Monday, DeSouza will
be teaching Capoeira through
the Associated Students Leisure
Services.
Capocira is not jist martial
art, dance, or music. It is all of
thatall at once.
When DeSouza is on the
floor, he performs quick, clean
pirouettes that seem like a cross
between Baryshnikov and Bruce
Lee. Pirouette, kick. ..pirouette.
kick.. pirouette, kick all to the
beat of Brazilian music.
A small man in the center of the
group sang out his loud, lone
voice beckoning the listeners to
respond in the same lyrical rhythm.
The nine pupils, positioned in a
semi -circle, responded. A few
moments later, as instruments joined
the voices, the beat took off.
’1’he musicians, all played an

Above:
Master
Wagner
Bueno
and Katja Irvin
demonstrate the
Brazilian martial
art of Capoeira
which combines
dance, music and
fighting
techniques.
Left: Capoeira student
Melissa
Gambino, a graduate student in theater arts, demonstrate some graceful spins and kicks
in the Student
Union demonstration Wednesday.
Photos by Scott Satly
Daily staff photographer

instrument or clapped and energetically swayed to the music.
By the sound. Capoeira almost
seems like a reggae jam session. "Ilie
conga drums, the tambourines, the
various percussion instruments, the
foreign lyrics they’re all there.
But these musicians were dressed
in martial arts uniforms with green
and blue shirts beneath them. Green
and blue are two of the main colors
of the Brazilian flag.
After making music for a few

minutes, two members came to the
center, joined hand.s in form of greeting, and started the action.
They began simply, with
cartwheels, kicks and splits. They
moved, facing each other, in a circle.
As they gained momentum. they got
closer to each other too close.
Their kicks got higher, quicker.
They swept within inches of their
partner’s hmis. A miscalculation of
the slightest degree could mean a
black eye, a broken limb, or worse.

But the artists didn’t miscalculate.
At least, not during the demonstration Wednesday.
"Capoeira can be very pretty, as a
is here," said DeSouza. "At the same
time, it can be very efficient, with
lots of contact."
For DeSouza, whose kicks
seemed to be higher. crisper and
more daring than his students’ kicks.
these precise moves come after 21
See CAPOEIRA, Page 3

Broken water pipe floods Fourth Street Garage
By Stacey Ging&
Daily staff writer
Students experienced a parking delay Thursday
morning when the first floor of the Fourth Street
Garage was closed due to a broken water pipe in front
of the garage entrance.
Rather than close the entire garage and lose 1,100
parking spaces, one exit lane was used as an entrance.
Only 150 spaces were lost while the first floor was
closed for the San Jose Water Company to fix the
leak, according to Gordon Parco, SJSU Traffic and
Parking Operations supervisor.
"I don’t know if anyone was confused," Parco
said. "We didn’t have any problems."
The water was discovered by Public Safety
Assistant Del Chiario who reported it to University
Police at 1:15 a.m., according to police logs.
UPI) called the San Jose Fire Department and the

fin: department called the San Jose Water Company at
1:30 a.m., said Sharon Whaley, public relations specialist at San Jose Water Co.
"Water was bubbling up through the asphalt," said
Parco. who was called to the scene at 2:30 a.m.
The fur department first estimated the water lost at
Iwo gallons per minute, said Whaley. She also said it
is very hard to estimate the total amount of water lost.
The water company sent out a special crew for
night-time repairs. They were not able to dig to shut
down the water right away, for fear of hitting a nearby
gas line. As a result. PG&E was called to the scene.
Whaley said.
"When there is a possibility of an explosion, we
call PG&E before we start digging." she said.
There was additional confusion as the water crew
used electronic listening devices to figure out which
of two parallel lines had the leak, Whaley said.

was bubbling up
through the asphalt.’

’Water

Gordon l’arko
Supervisor, SJSU Traffic and Parking Operations
The lark was found in a 6-inch water main belonging to the city of San Jose. A metal sleeve. -like a big
Band-Aid" Wit: tightened over the crack, she said.
"This is a permanent repair," Whaley said. She
does not know the cause of the leak, but she expects
no further problems.
Two parking supervisors, two student attendants
and two UPI) officers helped redirect traffic. Parco
said. The garage was open by 10 a.m.. he said.
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Card room proposal
a reckless gamble
Changing laws
will start a
dangerous trend
efforts of Santa
Clara to study the
The
feasibility of
building the largest
casino in Northern California
is a bad idea at a bad time.
The Santa Clara City Council is
considering installing the largest card
room in Northern California within its
city limits.
And if it becomes feasible, Santa
Clara officials will then have to rewrite
their laws in order to allow this card
room to exist.
There’s no need.
San Jose already has the Garden City
Card Room and wants to move the famed
Sutter Card Room, currently located on
Highway 237, closer to the inner city.
Two gambling casinos located in San
Jose are already two too many. But now
Santa Clara wants to build a larger one.
Card rooms are not exactly the best
establishment a city can bring into its
limits. After all, they prey on one of the
lowest elements of mankind: compulsive
gambling.
Californians already have the Lotto,
the Big Spin, and the Scratchers. And if
that isn’t enough, there’s also
thoroughbred racing at Golden Gate

Fields and Bay Meadows nearby. Is there
any reason to bring more gambling into
the state?
When the council members
commissioned the study, they obviously
ignored the serious problem of
compulsive gambling. They apparently
have no concern for those people who are
struggling financially and may see
gambling as a way out.
Councilwoman Sue Lasher, in defense
of the card room, said she doesn’t drink
but doesn’t believe in closing bars.
Considering the number of fatalities
caused by drunk drivers and the number
of people who are convicted while
driving under the influence, getting rid of
bars could be an idea whose time has
come.
And so it should be with casinos in
this county.
One of the things the council
members should be looking at is just who
they’re dealing with in this whole
operation.
George Hardie, the entrepreneur who
would like to see the card room come to
fruition, seems to have a jaded
background. Many of Hardie’s business
dealings involve gambling. These
businesses make money off the plights of
others and pit them against each other
through a friendly little game.
That just doesn’t seem right.
Instead, what the council should do, is
ask Mr. Hardie to take his business
somewhere else and then consider more
suitable entertainment.
After all, it’s in the best interest of the
good citizens of Santa Clara.

WRITER’S
FORUM
Giants: Goodfamily fun
aLepler
icraMekI

Jose has a major-league
Srut
opportunity to bring the Giants to
the South Bay. Now is the time to
score.
For a city to thrive, it needs to invest
in its future. Mayor Susan I lanuncr has
proposed the construction of a 41,000seat Giants stadium in North San Jose at
lanker Road and Highway 237. Though
San Jose feels the effects of the
nationwide recession, it must look
beyond this year’s deficit budget and plan
wisely 14 the future. The ballpark will
enhance the economic climate of the city
for more than 30 years.
If we wait until next year when times
are better, the opportunity will be long
gone.
Construction of the proposed $245
million stadium will provide several
thousand jobs over the next few years.
After its completion, the ballpark will
add $88 million yearly to our economy
and will provide 697 full-time equivalent
jobs, according to a 1990 economic
impact report by the consulting firm of
Deloitte & Touche.
The indirect economic benefits of a
stadium to San Jose are not easy to
quantify, but are important nevertheless.
San Jose is the I I th largest U.S.
citylarger than Cincinnati, St. Louis or
Seattle. Yet, many people across the
nation do not know its location on the
map. Newspaper, television and radio
coverage of San Jose baseball games
would provide the city with name
recognition in this country and overseas.
Though some opponents are
concerned about the possibility of
increased traffic congestion, Hammer’s
proposal actually provides road

Ed Eowler - Spartan Daily

CAMPUS
VIEWPOINT
President’s house not a student priority

Christopher D. English

like to respond to Kent
Iwould
Gibson’s and J. Handel Evans’ claim
that the Dec. 15 emergency meeting
of the University Foundation did not
violate the Brown Act.

t

improvements which will ease the daily
commute. A portion of the $245 million
stadium budget is slated to widen Zanker
Road and to connect Tasmin Boulevard
to Highway 880. Already underway are
upgrades to Highway 237, making it a
six -lane road.
In addition, 70 percent of baseball
games are played on weekends. Although
Friday night ballgames might affect late
rush-hour traffic, Saturday and Sunday
games would have no effect on commuter
traffic flow. During the workweek, games
would start at noon and be over by 3 p.m.
before the peak of rush hour. And by the
time evening games start at 7:30 p.m., the
majority of rush hour is past.
Other stadium opponents are upset
about the mayor’s proposed 2 percent
utility tax increase, from 5 percent to 7
percent. But for the average residential
customer, this increase translates into
$35.85 extra a year, according to the
Mercury News which cited figures from
Pacific Bell, Pacific Gas & Electric Co.
and the San Jose Water Co. An
imnrovement in the local economy as a
result of the ballpark would more than
offset these out-of-pocket expenses.
With so much emphasis on the
economic impact of the proposal, it is
easy to forget how much fun an
afternoon or evening in a warm San Jose
ballpark would be. Few sports are as
affordable or as family-oriented as
baseball. Let’s not let this opportunity
pass us by.

Marcia Lepler is a Daily staff writer.
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Contrary to what Gibson said, they did
"... schedule an emergency." Both Gibson
and Evans knew about the proposed
purchase more than 72 hours prior to the
meeting.
To justify their position, an artificial
purchase date for the home was set for
Dec. 20 as an excuse to call the meeting.
They did not make even a feeble attempt
to comply with the Brown Act and
ignored former San Jose Mercury News
reporter Tom Philp’s requests to provide
the meeting date. Since when is buying a
home an emergency?
The requirement of the Brown Act,
however, which cannot be denied, is the
requirement that "... the body must
determine by a majority vote that an
emergency exists." As Gibson himself
stated, the meeting was called at the
request of Evans and no vote was ever
made declaring an emergency. This,
clearly, was an attempt to avoid public
involvement in the matter just like when
the ex-chancellor attempted to raise
salaries and resulted in violating the law.
Additionally, at the emergency meeting
Evans repeatedly claimed that the seller
would not change the date. After the
proposal was defeated, it came as no
surprise, especially in today’s real estate
market, to find that the seller still wants to
do business with the board.
Evans also stated at the meeting that
the reasons for purchasing the home were
that first, they could not attract a quality

Also, Launder is clearly wrong when
she claims that students would not be
upset at spending the money. In one hour,
I personally collected 200 student
signatures, protesting the purchase of the
home, which I presented to the board at
the emergency meeting.
During that hour, nobody voiced
support for the purchase. In my opinion,
Launder, who also claimed that students
supported Barry Munitz, made an
arrogant and ignorant statement which is
completely indicative of her incompetence
as a student representative. I put this
kindly. I would urge students to let her
know exactly how they feel.

First of all, several candidates have
been nominated and have accepted
nomination for the position. They did so
with complete knowledge of the current
pay and compensation package. This did
not (or maybe it did’?) include the
purchase of a million-dollar home or an
equity share.
Second, 1 guess there are hundreds of
wealthy citizens in our community with
their bank accounts just bursting with
money to give to the university. However,
the last time they went to dinner at Gail
Fullerton’s house, it was below standard. I
mean, let’s be real. How can we expect
these well-heeled alumni to give money to
a university whose president lives in a
modest and affordable home?
In addition, Associated Students
President Nicole Launder did not even

Finally, what I see are senior
administration members who want to live
like the millionaires they aren’t, while the
faculty and students work to pay for it. If
the students should have to pay a 40
percent increase in fees, then the
administration, starting with the
chancellor, should have to take a cut in
pay. We should all begin to lighten our
belts.
And, if Gibson and Evans feel that
equity sharing is such a good investment,
then I would like to get in on it. I don’t
have the down payment for a home, but if
someone invested $750,000, I could move
into a million dollar one. I sure wish we
all had friends like that.
Christopher I). English is a senior
majoring in civil engineering.
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candidate to the position and second, the
home was needed so that the president
could raise money.
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show up for the meeting where equity
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Batt’s suggestion.
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AFRICAN AWARENESS
COMMITTEE: Peace Dance, 8 p.m..
Afro. Center, 6th and Julian, call 9248184
CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: Resume II: Critique,
12:30 p.m. -2:15 p.m., S.U. Almaden
Rm.; Career Resource Center tour, 1
p.m., BC IS. call 924-6033.
GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL
HONOR SOCIETY: Pizza party, 7
p.m., Pizza a Go -Go, call 354-9608.

INDIA STUDENT ASSOC.:
General Meeting, 1:30 p.m., S.U.
Council Chambers, call 978-7811.
MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOC.:
Meeting and prayer, 12:30 p.m., S.U.
Costanoan Rm., call 241-0850.
PANHELLENIC: Spring rush, 12:30
p.m., S.U. Guadalupe Rm.. call 2866003.
PREMED CLUB: Bowl-a-thon, 2
Sugaland, call 298-4679.

2010: Plan for future
From Front Page
things," Korabiak said.
A discussion was held on the
Redevelopment Agency’s functions.
The agency is legally separate from
city government, although the San
Jose City Council is the agency’s
board of directors.
In the downtown area five years
ago, motel and sales tax added only
about $5,000 a year to the city’s coffers. A year and a half ago, with more
hotels and retail in the revitalized
downtown, that number had jumped to
$5 million and the agency projects it
will be $20 million by the year 2000,
Korabiak said.
Bond sales are the initial source of
funding for the agency. The proceeds
are spent investing in or redeveloping
needy areas.
When the improved areas are
reassessed, the increase in collected
property tax goes back to the agency
to pay off the bond debts and to pay

for new projects.
The money can only be spent on
building. They can’t legally use their
funds for maintenance or operating
costs.
The agency is now receiving revenue in excess of their debts.
Law also requires that 20 percent
of the agency’s funding goes to providing low to moderate-income housing throughout the city.
Worries still surfaced about the current downtown residents.
"I liked (the plan), but if they displace these people, where are they
going to live?" asked resident Jose
Delgadillo.
Although the agency must find permanent residences for anyone they
displace, Delgadillo said he was worried about the effects of rising property values in the older neighborhoods
that line the downtown core. He feared
renters might be unable to afford the
rising cost of living in the improved
area.

Stanford censures medical
school doctor for harassment
STANFORD (Al’) Stanford
University has censured a medical
school professor for sexually harassing
two students, including one who said
he refused to hire her as a teaching
assistant because he wanted romance
instead.
The Thursday censure against cardiologist Dr. Mark Perlroth marked
the first time Stanford had gone to
such public lengths to discipline a professor. Personnel matters usually are
handled internally between professors
and the school president, Stanford
spokesman Terry Shepard said.
This time, Stanford University
President Donald Kennedy sent the
issue to a 20-year-old faculty advisory
board for review after Perlroth refused
n June to accept Kennedy’s recom-

mended discipline, which wasn’t
revealed.
Under the terms of the censure
issued by Kennedy, the school refused
to reveal the exact disciplinary measures taken against Perlroth, who said
in a statement that he has told the
women he regretted his insensitivity.
"I have long ago apologized to the
two students." Perlmth said in a joint
statement with his wife, Karen.
"Now that this episode is behind
us, we look forward to devoting our
full time and energies once again to
our family, friends and professional
dmies."
In the brief statement released by
Kennedy, the school said Perlroth also
apologized for "his departure from
appropriate hiring practices"

SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SiSllstudents, faculty and staff organizations at
no charge. Deadline for submission: 5 p.m. two days before publication. Forms are available
at the Spartan Daily, DB11 209. limited space may force reducing the number of insertions.
SJSU DEPT. OF THEATER
ARTS: "Writing Fiction," a benefit
performance, 8 p.m., HGH 103, call
924-4530

Y4Fge9/1M
ALMADEN VALLEY
GYMNASTICS: Gymnastics
invitational, 10 a.m.-5 p.m., gym, 4th
and San Carlos, call 268-1272.
PANHELLENIC: Spring rush, 12:30
p.m., S.U. Guadalupe Rm., call 2866003.

Shirts, sweatshirts, hats, shorts + more
for your groups, teams, dorms, etc.

llIN6111NE

cRArmIC6

656 Auzerais Avenue, Unit C Son Jose, CA (408) 977 1022

ALMADEN VALLEY
GYMNASTICS: Gymnastics
invitational, 10 a.m.-5 p.m., gym, 4th
and San Carlos, call 268-1272.
PAN HELLENIC: Spring rush, 12:30
p.m., S.U. Guadalupe Rm.. call 2866003.

From Front Page
years of devoted study of Capoeira.
At 34 years of age, he is not a big man. He
stands 5 feet 6 inches and weighs 128 lbs.
Large size, however, is not a prerequisite for
Capoeira.
DeSouza, who came to the U.S. two and a
half years ago from Brazil, learned and taught
the art in his mother country. Despite martial
art’s image of being an oriental art, DeSouza
said that Capoeira is very much Brazilian.
"Capoeira was started by African slaves in
Brazil who were trying to fight for freedom,"
he said. Since it doesn’t require any weapons,
the slaves could learn to defend themselves
without letting their masters know of the
preparations. The musical aspect comes in
"because in Africa, everything is set to music,"
said DeSouza. The slaves would practice the
dance and martial art to the same songs they
had learned in Africa, and then sang in Brazil.
Capoeira, he said, is the word for tilled soil
that’s been made ready for cultivation.
The an is almost 400 years old, he said.
Katia Irvin, a programmer at IBM, has
been learning Capoeira for two years. "Over
time it just grows on you," she said. "It
increases your physical awareness, in general,
of your own body and your surroundings."
The art reflects and embraces life in all
ways, said DeSouza. When they play, (that is
what they call the actual match), they play in a

AlatoRto
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PHONE: 924-3280
FAX: 924-3282

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
LEISURE SERVICES: Capoeiria
martial art and dance class, Mondays,
8-9 p.m., call 924-5961.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS:
Meeting - Spartan Serenity Group,
12:30 p.m.. ADM 222B, call 924-5945.

CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: Interview
preparation, 1:30 p.m., S.U. Almaden
Rm.; On-Campus Interview
Orientation, 3:30 p.m., S.U. Almaden
Rm., call 924-6033.
MATH AND COMPUTER
SCIENCE CLUB: First meeting. 3-4
p.m MD 324, call 924-5133.
SAFER: Meeting on environmental
action at SJSU, 6:30 p.m., BC 110, call
924-5467.
PANHELLENIC: Spring rush, 12:30
p.m., S.U. Guadalupe Rm.. call 2866003.

circle. "The circle represents the universe," he
said.
"As in real life, when we play, we play with
someone we’ll compete against," he said.
There is also great respect for the opponent.
"You don’t fight against someone, you fight
with them"
The lyrics also sing of daily life.
"You sing whatever you want to sing," said
DeSouza. "You can sing about your woman,
or a fight you saw. The music is directly related to what goes on in the world," he said.
The music also tells the performers how to
play to dance or to fight If the music is soft
and tells stories of love and fun, the players
dance. Otherwise, they fight. For dance,
music, or for fighting, the art attracts a variety
of participants.
"It’s made my dancing a lot more aggressive, a lot stronger:’ said Melissa Gambino, a
graduate student in theater arts.
"A lot of musicians and dancers are both
attracted to it," she said.
Warren Goodson, an employee at Control
Data, got interested in Capoeira because of
the music. He said he joined the class because
"It’s an Afro-Brazilian art form." He met
DeSouza a few months ago in a saxophone
class. All participants sing and learn to play an
instrument. If they are not playing. they are
making music.
And when there is music, there is also
dance.

detectors to nab dirty cars

equipment.
SACRAMENTO (AP)
A lawmaker wants to use
Hart said the dirtiest vehiremote sensors to identify cles produce more than half of
vehicles that cause the most the auto emissions.
pollution.
"Reducing air pollution
State Sen. Gary Hart said has become increasingly costThursday that he introduced ly to the public and to busilegislation that would allow ness," Hart said. "Repairing
California’s smog police to the dirtiest cars may be the
use remote sensing devices to cheapest way to cut emisnab pollution-belching vehi- sions."
cles.
The remote sensors use a
"We’re not going to be beam of infrared light to meaable to clean up our air unless sure carbon monoxide and
we clean up the dirtiest cars. hydrocarbon emissions.
Remote sensing gives us a
The sensor can trigger a
way to identify these gross camera to photograph the
polluters" Han said.
license plate of a heavy-polThe Santa Barbara luting vehicle.
Democrat’s bill would authoScientists have used the
rize air pollution control dis- sensors in tests in Los
tricts to use remote sensors to Angeles, Chicago, Denver,
identify gross polluters as they Toronto, London, Mexico
pass by and require repairs. City and Sweden.
Gross polluters are defined
Results of those tests and
as the dirtiest 10 percent of random roadside checks show
vehicles.
that a small percentage of
The bill would also autho- vehicles produce most of the
rize fines of up to $250 for carbon monoxide and hydromotorists who tamper with carbon emissions, officials
their car’s emission control say.
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Golf ’Day with Ken’ raises $48,000
By Stacey t;oggin
Daily staff wnier

Connors wins
in first round
of Volvo
he walked Onto the court
after a long -running threeAs
set match between
I >errick Rostagno and
1plie Gilbert, the crowd rose in
excitement. This is who they came
to see.
Jimmy Connors, the feature
match of the evening, waved to the
appreciative crowd and they loved
him. He got a standing ovation even
before the first set started.
It didn’t look good for his
opponent, Bryan Shelton.
It was a classic Connors
performance Tuesday night at the
San Francisco Civic Auditorium.
The former number one player in
the world for a record 263 weeks,
was in good form.
In between his many complaints
to the line judge and his kicking of
tennis balls in frustration, Connors
somehow managed to interact with
the crowd throughout the two-hour11 -minute match.
In the kick-off tournament and
first round of the $260,000
IBM/ATP Tour, Connors, the oldest
player on the tour at 39 and entering
his 20th professional season, didn’t
leave any disappointed fans.
Shelton, 26, battled Connors
fiercely for three sets and repeatedly
blasted 115 mph -plus serves past
him.
Connors first serve only
averaged 89 mph. When Shelton
needed a winner, he seemed to pull
an ace out of nowhere to keep him
in the game.
lanky and mildThe
mannered Shelton placed
drop shots with ease and
graze that Connors couldn’t
return. He kept scoring points
against Connors, but was unable to
score any with the crowd. They
cheered at his mistakes and booed
his victories.
The first set went into a tiebreaker that Connors eventually
won, but not before Shelton came
back from a four-point deficit that
put fear in the hearts of all the
Connors fans in the Civic Center,
which happened to be most of the
fans in attendance.
Shelton overcame all the
psychological disadvantages that go
along with drawing America’s
Favorite tennis player in the first
round of the tournament.
’throughout it all, Shelton
remained composed and didn’t
seem to let the crowds
overwhelming support of Connors
affect his playing.
When Connors got another
standing ovation after winning the
first set, I thought it was all over for
Shelton. Not so. lie came back in
the second set, against the urges of
the not -so-quiet crowd and beat
(’minors 6-2.
Connors looked as though he
should "Nupe it" right then, but he
didn’t give up either. Ile began
showing some vintage Connors
maneuvers and the crowd responded
with wild squeals of delight.
"Jimmy for President." one man
shouted as f’onnors was getting
ready to serve.
"I don’t need a job that bad," he
responded with a grin.
The third and final set came to a
tie at three, but Connors was finally
able to break Shelton’s bullet -like
serve.
Connors took a 4-3 lead and
never looked back, lie won the set
6-3. despite a last-minute threat by
Shelton.
ended the match
Connors
with his traditional
clenched fist thrust into the
air, which further delighted
the now standing crowd who hung
in there with their hero until nearly
midnight.
I feel sorry for the people who
left early. They missed a great show.

Brad Yzennans, like the rest of his
golf teammates, has the drum of turning pro.
"You can’t make any money until
you turn pro." said Yzerrnans, a junior
psychology major.
The 12 aspiring Spartan golfers
had help with their dream careers
when SJSU’s eighth annual men’s golf
fund-raiser raised enough money for
six scholarships.
Monday’s "Day with Ken" golf
tournament raised $48,000, Jerry
Hamilton announced during dinner at
the Almaden Golf and Country Club.
Hamilton was one of several SJSU
alumni supporting the program.

"This was an all-time great fundraiser for San Jose State," said
Hamilton.
Six endowments worth $50,000
each are now complete, as well as
funding for tournaments.
The men’s golf team must raise
enough money to cover air-fare and
hotels for tournaments held in Oregon,
Washington, California, Nevada, New
Mexico and Hawaii, Yzermans said.
Tournament players contributed
$250 to play, Tie Sponsors contributed
$600 to have the team members hit
balls for them and Executive Sponsors
contributed $4,000 to the program.
Head Coach Dick Schwendinger gave
$4,000 of his own money.
The six scholarships are divided

Irizar leads SJSU again
By Faye Wells
Daily staff wnier

SJSU’s men gymnasts scored
first on individual events in the first
open tournament hosted by
California Polytechnic State
University at San Luis Obispo last
Friday.
The team victory went to the
University of California at Santa
Barbara, who finished ahead of
Stanford University, California
State
University,
Calgary,
California State University,
Sacramento, SJSU and Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo.
SJSU’s Mikel lrizar scored a 9.7
on the pommel horse tying with
two other gymnasts for first place,
according to Ted Edwards, SJSU
men’s gymnastics coach.Eric
Christensen totaled his top allaround score so far with 46,
Edwards said. Bruce Holcomb now
competes on five events, although
he had originally trained primarily
for the pommel horse and floor.
"Now he’s come on with the
rings and vault. He’s branched out
to help us, which shows his commitment to the team," Edwards
said.
"Mike Young is starting to consolidate his routines and is looking
better. It was on the rings he made
the most improvement," Edwards

ROBERT
DRUECKpi HAMMMER
DAILY COLUMNIST

California
snow competes
with Colorado
Before leaving sunny California
for Colorado or some other
"destination" ski state that a skier
would think has lots of snow,
consider how much snow these
other resorts really have right now.
In California, ski area bases are
ranging from 14 to 60 inches;
depending on which ski area you are
at. To most Californians, that may
not be considered much snow.
because the Sierra Nevada usually
would be buried in a Sand 10 foot
snow base by now if there wasn’t a
drought.
Unfortunately, the situation in
Colorado isn’t much different than
here. Vail only has a 42 -inch base,
Crested Butte has a 51 -inch base.
and Aspen has a 42 -inch base. In
fact, the most snow anyone in
Colorado has is at Steamboat, which
only has a 53 -inch base covering its
runs. This is equal to or less than the
bases at many California ski areas,
including Alpine Meadows, Bear
Valley, Heavenly Valley, Lassen
Park, Northstar and Sugar Bowl.
In fact, one of the few places you
can get to in the United States right
now that has more snow than
California is Alaska. Eaglecrest Ski
Resort (the largest ski area in Alaska
with 1,875 acres of terrain) has a

said.
SJSU senior Ron I lagen scored
a9.2 on the pommel horse. "It was
decent," he said.When he finishes a
performance on an event, he knows
how well he’s done, he said.
"You know what your tricks are
worth," he said. The judges scored
most competitors high, according
to Hagen..
"It could have been better. We
definitely did not peak, but we have
three weeks off. We had to take a
zero on floor and the bar," he
said.Hagen a senior in mechanical
engineering, believes the pommel
horse is the team’s strongest
event.lt is also different from all
other gymnastic events, he said.
"It’s like tap-dancing on your
hands," said Edwards, explainingwhy it was so easy to slip from the
horse during the routine.
In addition to shifting weight
constantly from hand to hand, the
gymnast moves his weight to the
side rather than somersaulting front
or back, said team member Troy
Stewart.laterally, rather than The
open tournament scores did not
count toward team or individual
national standings because only
one judge was available for each
event.At least two judges must
score an event for them to contribute to national rankings.

132-inch base, and Alyeska ski
resort has a 148 -inch base.
So either stay in California and
live with our "small" bases, or go to
a state which has lots of snow but
little skiing terrain. But don’t waste
time trying to get to a "skiing" state
that doesn’t have any snow right
now anyway.
But as many skiers know a
little rain here in San Jose doesn’t
necessarily mean snow in the Sierra.
The last major Morn hit the Sierra
four weeks ago, and ski areas are
once again becoming plagued with
conditions like hard-packed snow,
ice, thin cover and bare spots.
So all SJSU skiers and
snowboarders who are fanatic
enough to do crazy things, should
get out a pair of old skis, bum them
in a fire while doing a snow dance,
and then pray like hell that this
storm doesn’t fizzle out like every
other one has.
Ski reports as of 10 a.m.
Thursday. February 6:It is currently
snowing in some parts of the Sierra,
and more snow is expected today.
As of press time, chains were
required on Highway 88, but
Interstate 80 and 50 were open with
no controls. The extended weather
outlook in the Sierra calls for partly
cloudy skies on Saturday, with snow
expected again on Sunday.
Alpine Meadows- Five inches
new. 53 -inch base, 1200 of 2,000
acres open (60 percent).
Bear Valley- One inch new, 60inch base, 200 of 1,280 acres open
(16 percent). ’Avo-for-one rates in
effect,
Boreal- Three inches new, 3- irk!,
base, 305 of 360 acres open (85
percent)
Diamond Peak at Ski Incline -Om
inch new, 24-inch base, 655 of 655
acres open (100 percent).
1)odge Ridge- One inch new. 16

FREE STUDENT
CHECKING
Free G.W. pens
when you open
an account.
Visit Great Western
on campus Feb. 4-7 in
front of Student
Union or come by
our office.

ill N. Market St.

554-7327

SORORITY RUSH ’92
February 7-10
Orientation is Friday, February 7 @ 12:30pm
Guadalupe Room, Student Union
Sorority Rush Parties are Friday to Monday
Register at the Student Activities & Services Office
For More Information Call 924-5950

between the players, with each player
receiving a partial scholarship.
The money is assigned by seniority,
said Schwendinger.
First, tuition is paid, then they work
their way up.
In addition to raising money, the
Ken Venturi Annual Golf Tournament
honored former Spartan golfer Mark
Lye into the SJSU Hall of Fame. Lye
is a three-time All-American.
"He is one of the best players to
come out of SJSU," Yzermans said.
Schwendinger is very proud of his
players. ’Ile men’s golf team is in the
top 20 in the country, he said.
Golf is a heavy recruiting sport in
California, yet the current team is
made up of local, homegrown players,

SJSU women
gymnasts win
individually

he said.
"There are good things happening
at SJSU," Schwendinger said.
He was pleased with the amount of
support the men’s golf team has
received within the golfing community.
The tournament’s host Venturi, a
former Spartan, and current CBS golf
announcer, has helped SJSU’s golf
program for 25 years.
The golf courses which the men’s
team play on have donated the courses
free of charge.
At $50 per player, that is worth
$500 or more.
The men’s golf team has a fall and
a spring season.
During this season, they will host

the 46th Western Intercollegiate Golf
Tournament.
It will be held April 13,14 and 15
at Pasa Tiempo Golf Course.

’This was an alltime great
filndraiser for San
Jose State.’
Jerry Hamilton

SJSU Annuli

Quarterfinals of Volvo tennis
begin today in San Francisco

By Faye Wells
Daily staff writer

SJSU’s Katie Burke was first allaround gymnast in Friday’s meet at
California
State
University,
Sararnento.Sacramento State won the
team victory as other Spartans
improved their performances, according to Jackie Walker, SJSU women’s
gymnastic coach.
Burke competed in the floor exercise, vault, beam and uneven parallel
bars to obtain her all-around victory.
She was first on the beam with a 9.4
which was her career high for the
event, Walker said. Judges may award
a maximum of 10 points.Ann-Marie
Taylor was third in the all-around and
second on the bars, Walker said.
Jodi Soled, senior and a leading
SJSU gymnast, did not compete
because of illness.
"Our overall best event was the
floor. Everyone hit really good floor
routines," Walker said.
This Friday, Mrs women gymnasts compete at home in the
Spectator Gym against Boise State,
currently ranked in the nation’s top 20
National Collegiate
Athletic
Association teams. Also competing
will be the University of California at
Santa Barbara and Sacramento State.

inch base, 550 of 550 acres open
(100 percent).
Donner Ski Ranch- Six inches
new, 26-inch base, 360 of 360 acres
open (100 percent).
Heavenly Valley- Three inches
new, 60-inch base, 2585 of 4,000
acres open (64 percent).
Homewood- Four inches new,
36-inch base, 790 of 1,100 acres
open (71 percent).
Iron Mountain- ’Three inches
new, 39-inch base, 1,000 of 1,200
acres open (83 percent).
Kirkwood- Four inches new, 36inch base, 2,000 of 2,000 acres open
(100 percent).
Northstar- Four inches new, 50
inch base, 42 runs open.
Sierra Ski Ranch- One inch new,
28 -inch base, 1,600 of 2,000 acres
open (80 percent).
Soda Springs- Three inches new.
14-inch base, 180 of 300 acres open
(60 percent).
Squaw Valley- Five inches new.
49-inch base, 1,500 of 4,000 acres
open (37 percent).
Sugar Bowl- Eight inches new,
55-inch base, 1,000 of 1,000 acres
open (100 percent).
Tahoe Donner- 15 -inch base. 120
of 120 acres open (100 percent).

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Sixth -seeded Thierry Champion of
Richard
France
outlasted
Romberg of Australia 6-7, 7-6, 6-0
to advance into the quarterfinals of
the $260,000 Volvo San Francisco
on Thursday.
Jim Courier, who would
become the world’s No. 1 player
by advancing to the finals of this
tournament, was to play Jason
Stoltenberg of Australia in
Thursday night’s late second-round
match.
Courier could reach No. 1 by
reaching the semifinals with 15
bonus points.
If Courier and Connors were to
win their matches, Courier could
overtake Stefan Edberg of Sweden
and become the first American in
6( years to be ranked No. 1 just by
defeating Connors in the quarterfinals.
The indoor tournament being
played at the San Francisco Civic
Auditorium continues with quarterfinal matches scheduled for
Friday, semifinals on Saturday, and
the final set for Sunday.

The winner will earn $33,800,
the runner-up $19,900.
Second seed Michael Chang,
third seed Derrick Rostagno, fourth
seed Brad Gilbert and qualifier
Karsten Braasch of Germany each
advanced to the quarterfinals on
Wednesday.
After losing an opening -set
tiebreaker 7-1, Champion took the
second set by winning the final
three points of the tiebreaker,
breaking Fromberg on the final
two points.
Champion went ahead 6-4
when Fromberg netted a backhand
volley, and then took the set with a
backhand lob that froze Fminherg
at the net before dropping into the
ad court corner.
Champion broke Fromberg in
the opening game of the third set,
held serve, then went up 3-0.
When he broke service again he
took the third game when
Fromberg netted a backhand halfvolley, and cruised the rest of the
way.

Read about current events in
World News, pg. 5

Robert Drueckhammer’s skiing
column appears every Friday
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Looking for that unique Valentine
Don’t just say "I love you", show it
in the Cupid Classified.
Classifieds ranging from $10-$20.
Most creative & originaldassified will win
a free dinner for two at Taylor St. Grill.
See Us Today,
4.44tdm

Stda

At Dwight Bentel Hall 2091
Or in front of the Student Union
Friday, Feb. 7th to Wednesday, Feb. 12th
10 a.m -3p.m.

IFC FRATERNITY RUSH ’92
1FC Fraternities:

Alpha Tau Omega
Beta Theta Pi
Delta Sigma Phi
Delta Upsilon
Kappa Sigma
Phi Gamma Delta
Phi Delta Theta

Weds, Feb 5

Orientation
Umunhum Room, Student Union @ 7:30pm

Sat, Feb 8

Chapter House Tours
Meet at the Amphitheater @ 10am

Sat, Feb 8 Thurs, Feb 13

Chapter Events. Individual fraternities will host events
during this time. Please check with fraternity for list of
events and times.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Sigma Alpha Mu
Sigma Chi
Sigma Nu
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Theta Chi

Contact the Student Activities & Services Office for more information 924-5950
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WORLD EVENTS

MEXICO CITY (AP) - Vendors who
peddle candy, cigarettes, balloons and other
sundries in bustling downtown streets are
being told to hawk their wares elsewhere. The
merchants are taking their clothes off in
protest.
The plan, which goes into effect Monday,
will aim to relocate the street vendors outside
commercials streets so as not to block pedestrians from moving freely about.
The order from the mayor’s office in this
capital teeming with 16 million people will
also keep peddlers from metro stations and
bus stops.
Throughout the cold month of January,
vendors have been protesting the measure in
front of government buildings in an unusual
way - by taking off their shirts and snipping

University

down to their bras and underwear.
They’re threatening to take off more if the
city actually goes through with the measure.

@ Europe begins
future
currency
contest
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) - It’s still
seven years away, but the race to create
Europe’s currency of the future, the Ecu,
began Thursday with the announcement of a
contest for the best design.
"It will be our daily money, a symbol of
the oneness of European people," said JeanPierre Cot, a French member of the European
Parliament and leader of the assembly’s
Socialist group. The Socialists, the largest
political bloc in the 518-member assembly,

AFRICAN CONNECTIONS
Books and unique African gifts.
463 So. Bascom Ave.
San Jose. CA. 95128.279.3342.

PETITION CIRCULATORS NEEDED
Earn $6.00 -$12.00 per hour!
Will tram. Full or part time.
Flexible hours. Paid daily.
Campaign Management Services.
(408)248-7406.

4100.00 REWARD for information
leading to witness of the fact that
Blimpies, 80 E. San Carlos St. had TUTORS NEEDED Sil./HOUR
streetsde seating on or around Oct. Eng., Journalism or ESL majors
9, 1.989. Please call 707-544-1149 bilingual English/Spanish preferred.
or 415-924-7909.
Send resume to Marcia Andrews,
National Hispanic University,
ENERGETIC 8, socially conscious? 135 E. Gish Rd., San Jose 95112.
400 SQ. FT. OFFICE SPACE
Get involved. Were you in Key Club No phone calls please.
in beautiful Victorian rear
in high school? We’re forming a
campus. $450./mo. 297.2960.
Circle K Club at SJSU. If you want
LOOKING FOR SPECIAL ED or
to be a founding member,
WANT TO LEARN NOW to rock
psychology student to be a
call 924-5945.
climb? 1 & 2 day Ups to the Pinne.
CAMPANION this summer for my
cles. Learn to climb, mope!, belay 8,
mildly retarded 12 yr. old son.
rope mechanics. Kevin 9274930.
Hours would be 8 am-5 pen, daily.
Some weekends and overnights.
ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT NOME!
Applicant needs to be CREATIVE,
Many opportunities presently open,
AUTO INSURANCE
flexible, POSITIVE and ACCEPTING
Campus Insurance Service
without investment. For
of disabled people. Car is a must.
Special Student Programs
exceptionally profitable details:
References required. Good salary.
Rush stamped addressed
Serving SJSU for 20 years
Call Charlotte: (415) 960-0538.
envelope to: 1HP Advertising.
’Great Rates for Good Drivers’
Box 241540, San Jose. CA 95154. ’Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers’
PRIVATE PRE-SCHOOL
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
in downtown San Jose seeks:
’Good Student’
MARRIED CHINESE NEEDED.
afternoon TEACHER w/ mm. 12
’Family Multi-car’
Stuffy on marraige & values.
units ECE + exp, and pre-school
Confidential questionnaire,
CALL TODAY
AIDE w/ min. 6 units ECE
for morning program.
296-5270
English or Chinese versions.
FREE QUOTE
Call Mark Lewinsohn M.A.CSPP
Call Lauren 286-1533.
NO HASSLE - NO OBLIGATION
in U.S. (408) 275-8612 or
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
FUNDRAISER looking for top frater.
Kuo-shu Vang Ph.D.
oily, sorority, student organization
in Taiwan, ROC (02) 3630131.
that would like to earn $500. to
$1500. for a one week on-campus
VALENTINES BALLOON SPECIALS
marketing project. Must be orgaPlace your sweethearts
balloon order by Feb. 12 &
FOR SALE IBM XT COMPUTER with nized and hardworking. Call Marla
receive 10% off your order.
13 in. color monitor, printer, etc. (800)592-2121 ext. 112.
We have a wide selection of
Incl. software. Exc. Cond. $1000./
obo. Call Liz at (408) 9244134
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENTbouquets & gift baskets.
fishnies. Earn $5000. + /mo. Free
We deliver! Call now.
SUN SPARC 1:8MB OX ACCEL. 19’ transportation! Room & board! Over
A BALLOON AFFAIR
629 4234
color mon. 25104mb disks. 1.50
8,000 openings. Male or Female.
mb tape, does. $6800. 997.1621.
For employment program call
WANTED: PSYCHOLOGY
1-206-5454155 ext. 317.
VOLUNTEERS
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT wantReach out 3 hours per week ago
ed to maintain budgets, do record
Community Friend, providing social
WEDDING DRESS. Full length hoop keeping, etc. for Associated Stusupport to those suffering from
skirt. Ruffled off-shoulder sleeves. dents Leisure Services. Typing &
mental illness. Great
Size 10/12. XInt. cored Originally computer skills helpful. Must be
experience for psych. majors
$500. Sell for $175. 2445759.
current student, work-study welWe train (408) 436.0606
come, 12-15 hrs/wk flexible on
campus $5.70-6.05 start. Apply
AMAZING SECRETS REVEALED!!!
by Feb 14, in Student Activities
Get free grants up to $500,000.
& Services. Also need student
from US Gov’t. and not pay a penny
SORORITY RUSH
OFFICIALS for intramural basketback! Get 10-20 secured credit
February 7-10.
ball, soccer & softball - eves 8,
cards at only 8% with $4000.
Sign up in Student Activities.
weekends. Call 924-5950
Instant credit. Complete listing of
govt job openings from $25k-63k.
For information write to: I.C.S. Boo
TEACHER FOR UC, PLAY CENTER
3205, Saratoga, CA. 95070.1205.
for 2 -10 year olds Min 6 ECE
units required. Flexible hours
Days and Weekends. KIDSPARK
HOUSECLEANING WEEKLY CHORES
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
So. San Jose -281-8880
Near campus $9./hr. Art & Science
Office vises, teeth cleaned and
Fremont - (510)792-9997
couple 287.0676 or 924.5260.
Xreys - no charge
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
STUDENT FOR LT. HOUSEWORK,
SUMMER MOMT. INTERNSHIP
Enroll now! For brochure see
good cook, have car & good record.
interviews now taking place Gain
A.S. Office or
Family. 15 hr/wk. $9. he, 378.5219.
valuable experience managing all
Call 800655-3225
aspects of a successful business
Average gross profit $11,287.
NEED EXTRA INCOME FOR 19927
RACQUETBALL
Earn $500. - $1000. weekly
Last chance for interviews
PARTNERS WANTED
stuffing envelopes For details’
Call Triple ’A’ Student Painters for
Novice and D Level Call DavidRush $1.00 with SASE to:
information now. 1400.39413000
H 246-3688 or W 764 2640’
01H Group Inc
1019 lb Sherwood’
RETAIL/CUSTOMER SERVICE
EARN US for your fraternity,
Orlando, FL 32818
200 New Jobs for New Year.
sorority. club or business by selling
Inter’l housewares chain. PT, FT,
eilkscreened t.shirts or sweatshirts
FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
flex hrs., eves. & weekends poss.
WI your custon design or logo
Fraternities, sororities, student
No exp. net. Will train!
(6 color max) Quality printing
clubs. Earn up to $1000 in one
GUARANTEED MINIMUM
conveniently located in Santa Clara
week. Plus receive a $1000 bonus
STARTING PAY RATE $11 25.
Call Brainstorm Graphics for a
yourself. And a FREE WATCH just
Students: paid internships &
quote today!!! 4965343.
for calling 1.800.932-0528 ext. 65.
scholarships avail. 977-3661.
GET IN SHAPE!!! Wanted 77 peo
PASTA MIA RESTAURANT
117.00 - 5.00 PER HOUR
pre We will pry you to eat anything
(Located on Light Rail)
Fulitime or Parttime
you want, lose 10 to 29 lbs. In the
Accepting applications for part.
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS.
and keep it offl
next 30 days,
time cashier and kitchen positions.
Excellent benefits
No drugs - 100% natural. Doctor
Fun, fastpaced atmosphere. Must
Credit union
recommended. 100% guaranteed.
be energetic, enthusiastic, dependVacation pay.
We will help you look & feel greet!
able and neat in appearance, Apply
Free uniforms or non uniformed.
Call Sono 408236.2213
in person at PASTA MIA:
Referral bonus
Expires 2/7
2565 No. First Street (at Trimble)
Apply. Mon.. Fri 8 am. 5 pm.
Vanguard Security Services
CASH FOR EDUCATION. More than
OUTSTANDING ENTREPRENEURIAL
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
$1,000,000,000 in financial aid is
opportunity to help launch exciting
Betw. San Tomas/Olcott near 101
available to students annually.
new series of posters 8. calendars
I.C.S. Corp. can fend 6 to 25
into Silicon Valley market
ORIENTATION LEADERS now being
sources of financial assistance
Interested parties call Joe Anthony
geared specificaIN to you. For free recruited for Summer 1992 Orientsat Silicon Valley Scenes
and complete information, write to’ ton Programs on campus. SALARY.
(408) 247.8779.
Applications available in Student
ICS Corp. PC Box 3205
Actrivities arid Services.
Saratoga CA 95070
POSTAL JOSS AVAILABLE!
Deadline: February 21,
’Time is a terrible thing to waste "
Many positions. Great Denotes. Call
Questions? Call 924.5950.
Do it now
800 3313.3388 54. P.3310.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
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TODAY - Six percent chance of rain with a high of 60.
TOMORROW - Mostly sunny with a high of 6.5.

(3 Drug addicts
look for new
home
ZURICH, Switzerland (AP) - Addicts
moved their open drug market from the infamous and now locked "Needle Park" in the
heart of Zurich to a nearby street Thursday,
but police blocked them from setting up
stands.
Officers made no attempt to disperse the
addicts, but police vowed to stop any attempt
to resume the illegal drug dealing and use that
the city permitted for five years in the park.
Officials had long tolerated drug use in the
park in an attempt to keep some control over
narcotics, including heroin.
An average of 4,000 people visited the
park at least once a day to sell, buy or use
hard drugs last year. Nearly 7,000 syringes
were given out by city authorities daily in
exchange for used needles in a bid to stem the

spread of the AIDS virus.
But faced with rising crime and begging
downtown, the city decided last fall to clean
up the park, which is near the national museum, railway station and expensive shopping
streets.
Last month, heavy iron gates were erected
at the entrances to the park, known formally
as the Platzspitz. Authorities began to lock the
gates in the evening to prevent addicts from
congregating at night.
Then on Wednesday morning the gates
were left shut. Officials said the park would
be closed indefinitely.
As police officers stood by, social workers
handed out leaflets advising addicts where to
get free syringes and medical help.
About 140 people held a torch-lit demonstration Wednesday night to protest the closing.
On Thursday, 200 to 300 people gathered
on a nearby street and tried to set up a new
drug market.
Police stopped them from erecting small
stands and tables for drug sales. Police
spokesman Walter Gehringer described the
atmosphere as tense but reported no violence.
The city said it would spend millions of
dollars to clean up and relandscape the park.

Church during the German occupation.
Historians are concluding that, despite individual acts of bravery and heroism, much of
the church hierarchy collaborated wholeheartedly.
During the four years under German occupation, Lubac said, "often the Church seemed
satisfied, despite justice being violated everywhere, consciences tortured and Christian values swept away." "The church in France
appeared in the eyes of everyone to profit odiously from an odious situation," he wrote.
The report was discovered recently by a
historian doing research.

New theologian
report on Nazis

0 How much does the hepatitis
B shot cost for the nursing
students?

PARIS (AP) -The hierarchy of France’s
Roman Catholic Church supported the proNazi government of Vichy France, according
to a Jesuit theologian’s report discovered after
nearly a half-century in a private archive.
The report, written in 1944 by respected
theologian Henri du Lubac, was published for
the first time in this month’s issue of Revue
de Deux Monde, a journal of intellectual
debate. In it, Lubac, who died last September,
condemns the behavior of most of France’s
Roman Catholic bishops under the Nazis.
Nearly 50 years after the war, France is
only beginning to address the behavior of the

NEWS QUIZ
Bye correct - news stud. Three
to four - reads USA Today. One
to two- Where have you been?
0 How long was the scroll that
students signed to protest the
fee increase?
0 Why was the Public Enemy
concert at SJSU cancelled?

0 If you’re against the fee
protest, what group can you
join?
0 If you’re pro-choice what
group can you join’)
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Edited by John Vieira, Daily wire editor
From Associated Press Wire Services

FAX: 924-3282
PHONE: 924-3277

CLASSIFIEDS
TM SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
servicm advertised below nor Is
there any querantes implied. The
classified columns 011k. Spartan
Deity consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.
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SJSU WEATHER:
are sponsoring the contest.
Community leaders agreed at a summit in
December to introduce a single currency by
1999. But they left unanswered what exactly
the new coins and banknotes would look like.
Officials say the new money will probably
bear the community symbol of 12 gold stars
in a circle, and countries may be allowed to
retain at least one national symbol.
The winning design will be submitted to
die new European Central Bank, which will
help make the final decision. The contest,
open to all community citizens, has three categories: under 10 years of age, over 10 and
design professionals.
The winning design in the professional
category will be minted in a special limited
edition. Winners in the other categories will
receive an all-expense paid trip to see the
Parliament in action in Strasbourg, France.
The ecu’s value - about $1.30 - is
based on a basket of the currencies of the 12nation trading bloc.

0 Street vendors
strip to protest
new plan

San Jose State

HANDICAPPED MAN looking for
female roommate to live with as a
companion. For further information;
cell Brian, after 4pm. at 298.2308.

LARGE CLEAN QUIET 2 8D./2BA.
$690. Gated garage, top floor
w/view. Walk to school, 642 S. 7th
St Call 9858098,

HOUSINQ

VICTORIAN STUDIO in triplex. 12th
St. & St James, $490./mo. No
pets. Room in Victorian, shared
kitchen & bath. 6th & Reed.
$310./mo. mm, viii. Call 377-3353.

CLEAN, VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
Nice 3 bedroom/2 bath. $850./mo
529 S. 10th. Mgr. #2 Of 998-5485.
ROOM 4 RENT 1 blk, from campus.
Share bath 8. kitchen $350./mo.
Free parking! Call 209426-0647.
IF YOU’D LOVE TO UVE ALONE,
join our other responsible residents
in classic all-studio apt. bldg. near
SJ Athletic Club. 1500. includes
everything but phone. 222 N. 3rd
St., leave note, or (415) 968-4222,
leave message w/best time to call.
ROOMS 4 RENT. Shared kitchen,
bathroom & laundry. Zero mi. from
SJSU. $295./mo. includes semi-furnished rms. / utilities / maid svc.
Quiet.. Call Steve 298-6743.

50% discount on all PERMANENT
COSMETICS by TRISH. Enhance
your natural beauty!! EYE LINEREYEBROWS-LIPS-CHEEKS-SMALL
SCARS BLENDED. Expires 5.31-92.
408-379-3500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17
Campbell, Ca. 95008
MEN - WOMEN - BARE IT ALL!
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
Stop shaving, wasong, tweezing. or
using chemicals. Let us
permanently remove your
unwanted hair. BACK-CHESTLIP-BIKINI-CHIN-TUMMY- ETC.
Students & faculty 15% discount
1st. appt. 1/2 price if made by
5/31/92. Hair Today Gone
Tomorrow, 621 E. Campbell Ave.
#17, Campbell. (408) 379-3500.
Gwen, Trish or Marko,
Registered Electrologists.

ROOMMATE WANTED TO SNARE
3 br./2ba. brand new TH in Camp.
bell. 15 min, drive to SJSU. Washer
/dryer & cable. $350./mo. + 1/3
util. (PG&E). Call Karen 378-1255,
ROYALE APTS 455 S. 9TH ST.
Now renting! 2 bdrm/lbath near
SJSU. Modern appliances. Free
cable TV. Call 971-0869. Office hrs.
M-Th. 5 ern. to 8 pm. Sat. 9 am. to
2 pm. Rent starts at $750.
VILLAGE APARTMENTS 576 S.
Fifth Street, 2 bedroom/1 bath
starting at $750.00. Free cable TV.
Laundry. Barbeque area. Underground parking. Recreation room.
2 blocks from campus.
Sandy: 295-6893.

TRAVEL

LARGE 1 BEDROOM APARTMENT
$545./mo. 185 E. San Fernando.
All util. (except gas) included. Call
4511.680 (day) / 2934421 (night).

TUTORING: Basic math to Cale. 2.
Reasonable rates. Specialize in
one.to-one. 5 yrs. exp. Math MOW.
Bilingual (Spanish). 2254848.

AMTRAK EXPANDS TRAIN SERVICE TO SAN JOSE! Beginning Dec.
12, try Amtrak’s 3 new daily trains
to Sacramento, leaving San Jose at
6:35 am., 12:10 pm. & 510pm.
Trains stop at Fairfield and Davis.
From Sacramento, Amtrak buses
continue directly to Auburn / Colfax
/ Truckee, Grass Valley, and
Marysville / Oroville / Chico / Red
Bluff / Redding. One Amtrak ticket
covers both train and bus. One-way
fare to Sacramento: $23. Jan.-April
roundtrips only $24. most days. 3
daily departures also available torn
San lose to Fresno / Hanford /
Bakersfield via direct Amtrak bus to
trainsele at Stockton.Call 1:800 USARAIL for information.

1920’S DECORATOR APARTMENT!
Unique 1 bedroom plus 1/2 room
of I living room. Hardwood floors,
yard, 1 off-street parking space.
and individual front and rear
entrance. Financially responsible,
clean, quiet and sober person only.
$575./month lease, plus deposit.
SINGLE OCCUPANCY. 551 S. 6th St.
Call 292-7761, or 492.8828.

WRITING, RESEARCH SERVICES.
All subjects. Paper, thesis
development assistance
Qualified writers.
Editing Resumes
Work guaranteed. Reasonable
Berkeley. (510) 841-5036

STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA
Information on semester, year,
graduate, summer and
internship programs in Perth.
Townsville, Sydney, and Melbourne
Programs start at $3520.
Call 1800-8783898.

COLLEGE FUNDS FOR EVERYONE
’Eligibility regardless of grades
and income for most’
’Minimum 7 sources guraranteed
*Over $1.0 billion in
private sector aid’
For free info call: 408 927.9299.

WORDPROCESSING

7905. 11TH STREET APTS.
2 bdrm/2 bath. Start $745.
Walk or ride bike to school.
Cable T.V. available. Laundry
facilities. Security entrance.
Remodeled, roomy & very clean.
Call Richard or Denise at 288-9157
or leave message for manager.

SERVICES
FREE COLOR ANALYSIS,
rnahe-over & skin care analysis.
Professional image consultant .
Quality products at
40-75% less than retail
Small groups or individuals
Call Tracy 947.1537

ROOM 4 RENT $272 Mo.+1/3 util
$200. dep W/D. Female preferred
Leave message at 2948347.

2 RMS. FOR RENT, 8300. EACH
utilities Near school, off 280 &
Race. For more into, call 2947182

I’D LOVE TO DO YOUR TYPING.
Term papers, letters, resumes.
Loc. near Moorpark 8, Saratoga_
Can Mary lane - 9867819

STUDENT PAPERS & RESUMES,
Call Mrs. Morton 266-9448 Expertise on APA, MLA, Turabian formats
Well edit for correct grammar.
punctuation, & sentence structure:
prepare tables, and graphs;
print out en attractive laser type.
(Will also edit your DOS disk.)
International Students Welcome!
Willow Glen area Hrs 7a - 8:30p.
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
wordprocessing! Term papers
reports, group papers, resumes,
letters, theses, laserprinter,
etc All formats plus APA.
Spettcheck, punctuation &
grammar assistance.
All work guaranteed!
Call PAM 247.2681, 8am 8pm
for worry free professional
dependable service
GRAD STUDENTS! Call Marsha
at 266.9448 for assistance with all
phases of Thesis/Project
preparation* Editing (grammar.
punctuation, sentence structure),
tables, graphs, laser printing
(Resume service also available).
International Students welcome!
Willow Glen area.
Hours? am.8:30 p.m.
IMPROVE YOUR GPA, PROF. W/P.
Resumes, theses, papers, busness
plans. Grammar /spelling.
Transcription. Laser printer,
FREE Pick up & delivery
Low rates.
(408)747-0335
EXPERIENCED WORD Processors,
familiar with APA/Turabian
formats Science and English
papers our specialty Free spell
check/storage Lowoost editing
and graphics Resumes and
other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing
Call Paul or Virginia
251-0449
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Word Processing, Term Papers
Theses, Graduate Work, APA &
Turabran Desktop Publishing,
Graphic Design & Layout
Laser Output
Satisfaction Guaranteed
VIRGILIO INTEGRATED PUBLISHING
Near Oakridge Mall
2244398,

GINA’S WORDPROCESSING
Experienced & Affordable
Term papers Theses Manuscripts,
WordPerfect 5.1
Call 338-8038,
A QUALITY TYPING SERVICE
Term papers, theses, resumes, letters. reports. All formats Steno
sevice. Pick up and delivery for
large jobs. 20 years
experience. MA in English
Call Margaret,
8 am to 8 pen,
at 251-6775.
ATTENTION STUDENTS/FACULTY
Let THE RIGHT TYPE solve
your vrordprocessing woes’
Reasonable rates
Evenings and weekends
Willow Glen area
Ask about specials!
Call (408) 266-1460.
ADVERTISE
in the Spartan Daily Classified
Call now,
9243277.
WHEN ME BEST
IS AU. YOU NEED.
PAPERS - $1.90/pg and up
RESUMES -$12.00 and up
Laser Printer - Spell Check
English problems a specialty!
Open evenings and weekends.
Minutes from campus!
408/2544565
CALL UNDA TODAY
for experienced, professional
wOrOPrOcessing. Theses, term
papers, group prefects. etc.
All formats including APA.
Quick return.
Transcription services available
Almaden / Branham are 3
Phone 264-4504
PROFESSIONAL
WORDPROCESSING SERVICE
Theses. term P,Vers, rePoriS
resumes, letters
Save time - Fax your edits to me
Quick return
15 years experience
WordPerfect 5 1.
Laser printout
Call Marie at
971.6231

DAILY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
PRINT YOUR AD HERE. (Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line. Punctuation counts as one letter.)

ElEIEDEIDOODOODOEILIODEMOODOODODOOD
DOODOODEDOOODOEIDOODOEICIDOEIMODEI
DOEICEJDOEDDEDOODEIODEIOEIDOODEIDOOD
IllOODODIEMOODEDOEIDOODOEMEICIDOODOEI
Please check /
your classification:

Name

AD RATES,

MINIMUM

3

LINES ON ONI DAY
Five
Days

Address
lily Stale

Two
Days

Three
Days

Four
Days

3 lines

$5 00 $600

$700

$800

$900

4 lines

$600 $700

$800

$900

$T000

5 lines

$700 $800

$900

$1000 $11 00

Phnne

6 lines

$800 $900

$10 00E1100 $1200

I

One
Day

Each additional line. $1.00
Each additional day: $1.00

SEMESTER RATES,

All ISSUES

5-9 lines. $70.00 * 10-14 lines $9000
15-19 lines $110 00

Questions? Call (408) 924-3277

Announcements
Zge

SEND CIIECK OR Mt NFY ORDER TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192-0149
ClasNfled desk Is located In Dwighl Banta! Hall Room 209 Deadline Two
days before publication U Consecutive publications dates only U No refunds
on cancelled ads

_Automotive
_Computers
For Sale
Greek
Help Wanted
_Housng
Lost and Found
Services
Stereo
Travel
Wordprocessing
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Student playwright wins
Harold C. Crain award
By Dorothy Khoins
Daily staff wnter

It took many bowls of Chinese
noxiles to mold the John Lamas play
"Writing Fiction."
Amy Glazer, assistant professor of
theater arts at &NU, and director of
the play, laughs as she recalls those
lunches with Lamas.
"John wrote and I responded,"
Glazer said. "By the last lunch, I told
John I am never going to have Chinese
noodles again"
But the noodles paid off.
Lamas, a 25 -year-old senior in theater arts, won the Harold C. Crain
Playwrighting Award at SJSU and
a chance to have his play performed at
the American College Theater Festival
at California State I Iniversity, Fresno.
A one-time benefit performance of
"Writing Fiction" will be given today
at the Studio Theater in Hugh (iillis
Hall.
"Writing Fiction" is entered in the
original, one -act student productions
of this eight regional national competitions. A win next Wednesday in
Fresno means an opportunity to perform at the Kennedy Center in
Washington D.C. in March.
Lamas and Glazer have a solid
working arrangement. When Glazer
arrived al S.ISI I last September, she

spent so much time with his play that
I.amas volunteered to help organize
her office and hang her "Macbeth"
poster.
A transfer student from California
State University, Los Angeles, lamas
was originally going to be a journalist.
"I began writing when I was 14. My
father died, and I wrote a therapy
novel dealing with his death."
A high school English teacher read
his novel and told him the dialogue
was rich and suggested he try writing
a play.
lie took her advice and wrote several plays. Along the way, he also did
a little acting.
The inspiration for "Writing
Fiction" came from a class he took
from Kate Braverman, an author and
teacher in Los Angeles.
In I.amas play, Braverman
hestimes Claire, a teacher and successful author, who is caught in a series of
flashbacks brought about by the students in her classes. Claire begins to
resent the time she spends teaching
and feels her ideas being sucked out of
her like a vampire.
I .amas said his play expresses how
difficult it is to know people.
"The festival is such an important
part of networking within the theater
arts," ( ilazer said, waving her arms in

a circle.
"It’s important for John, as a playwright, to see his work performed in
with responses
another context
from an audience and students who
are not from his school and not related
or connected to his work," Glazer said.
"It gives him a fresh arena"
Glazer has done a lot of work with
new playwrights. She enjoys the
involvement in shaping a new play.
"One of the wonderful things about
the way John has written the play is
that it is very much an actor’s piece,"
Glazer added between bites of a bagel.
She used the play to teach the actors
how to score their texts and how to
understand the theater language.
But how is an entire play moved to
Fresno?
The theater calls it "bus and truck."
Everything is put in a truck and all the
actors are in either buses or cars.
Using 17 to 20 students, including the
technicians, the play has a half-hour to
unload and set up in the space in
Fresno. They are allowed a two-hour
rehearsal and two performances on
Feb. 12.
Lamas is looking forward to sharing ideas, seeing other works performed and attending workshops. Ile
prefers the theater, but he would like to
try screen writing. lie would also like

to direct because that involves giving
something away.
it’s
"Writing is like a baby
mine," Lamas said.

RESERVE

Daily staff writer

As she stood in the center of the
room, the four walls surrounding
I.ydia Sanchez came alive as they
spoke of some of the deepest emotions
she has ever experienced.
Sanchez is one of several artists
who exhibited their work Tuesday
night in the various galleries of the
department of art and design.
The walls of Gallery III were
draped with Sanchez’s canvas paintings which, according to the artist,
contained motifs ranging from despair
to enlightenment to metamorphosis.
Sanchez, whose exhibit partially
fulfills her bachelor of fine arts
requirement, used the image of skulls
against a colorful, though chaotic,
maze of streaks to depict turmoil. In a
separate painting, a cocoon was used
to represent transition or change. A
distorted image of a rare orchid
expressed enlightenment in yet another work, according to the artist.
"I create intuitively" Sanchez said
as she explained the inspiration for her
work.
Curnisity and eagerne.ss to participate drew numerous observers to
Gallery II where approximately 112
examination bluebooks dangled from
clotheslines along four walls.

Artist C.oby Prins has provided an
opportunity for department of an and
design students to evaluate their professors and courses.
’The information from this show
will be compiled in a student evaluation publication (a ’Tower List’) and
presented to the department of art and
design" according to a statement displayed on behalf of the artist.
"Not every teacher is for every student," Prins said. She hopes that the
ointments will at least encourage the
various disciplines within the department to communicate more.
"This project is undertaken with
the hope of creating more openness,
better understanding and communication between students, as well as
between instructors and students,"
according to Prins’ statement.
Others, like senior photography
major Clarke Robinson, support the
exhibit because it is a way for students
to screen instructors and courses
before registration.
The gallery is also accepting comments through Feb. 7 on selection procedures for various department
degrees and the proposed 40 percent
tuition increase .
Metal sculptures were the focus of
Gallery V. According to senior sculpture major Adam Schwartz, his art is

not really intended to make a statement, though it does reflect his concerns and frustrations.
A bronze skull sitting on a scaleddown replica of an electric fence represents "our country’s misdirected use
of technology" according to Schwartz.
Science fiction and fantasy converge in Gallery I where the illustrations of "Four From Before" are currently on display.
Select original watercolor drawings
from Dinosaur Dream, a children’s
book by SJSU alumnus Dennis Nolan,
sensitively portray the relationship
between young Wilbur and the subject
of his dream, Gideon the dinosaur.
Nolan’s ability to capture expression is particularly eye-catching. ’The
look of terror on Wilbur’s face as he
clings to Gideon during their journey
down a waterfall and the sadness in
Wilbur’s eyes as he bids his friend
farewell are consistent with Nolan’s
sensitive approach to childhood attachments.
SJSU alumna Lauren Mills, the
illustrator of Elfabet: An ABC of
Elves also uses a tender approach. It is
conceivable that the friendly, almost
human-like elves depicted in the book
by Jane Yolen can teach a child the
alphabet.
Whether parachuting through the

Fiction," a play dealing with the complexities of
an English teacher.

OFFICERS

TRAINING

CORPS

"Writing Fiction"
Playing at the Studio Theater
Hugh Gills Hall
Tickets $9 general, $6 for students
For more infoimation call
924 4530

Students in art department show off
their work in Tuesday art exhibitions
By Adele Gallucci

staff photographer

Marcio J. Sanchez Daily

Melanie Melina (left) plays Claire Nidman and
Maria Tania (right) plays Stella in "Writing

START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.

air or frolicking in dandelions, the
elves are childlike in their approach to
life. They thrive on the simplest of
pleasures: the beauty of nature and the
freedom to explore it

Apply now for Army ROTC summer leadership
training. You’ll develop confidence and decisiveness
essential tor success. And you’ll qualify to earn officer
credentials while completing college.
Find out more. Contact Major Mark Backer,
MacQuarrle Hall, Room 308, 924-2925.
ittrMn.,

The artists’ works will be on display
through Feb. 27
The artists will discuss their works
on Feb. 11, in Art 133 at 5 p.m.
Free admission
For more information call
924-4328

alms

ARMY ROTC TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE TOO CAN TAKE.

RICHARD
ME

KIM
BASINGER

A psychiatrist and two beautiful sisters plagini the ultimate mind game.
Someone was seduced. Someoue was set up.
Ali before it was over...

someone was dead.

Great Savings From Domino’s Pizza.!

Brain Food.
Is your computer syntax
throwing a loop in your
schedule?
Is getting a proper meal
an exercise in quantum
mechanics?

will give your brain a
break as well as provide
nutritious energy
We deliver made-to-order
pizza in 30 minutes or less
Now. that’s a formula you
can’t afford to miss’

Fear not Dominos Pizza

NOBODY

5i
i,Yott

LIKE
. DOMINO’S

like Pizza At Home.

Call Us!

298-3030
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When you buy the first medium Cheese
Pizza for $6.99, plus tax. Additional
toppings available
Coupon required.

Get a medium size pizza with your chok
of toppings for only $9 99. plus tax Get
another for $4.00 morel
required
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Cheese Pizza
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